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occasion did not fail, for it made directly for a ravine, in

the bottom of which was a stream that would lead it

in time to the Genesee River, and this would carry it

to its native lake, if it escaped destruction at the falls

below Rochester, where the celebrated diver, Sam

Patch, perished, after lie had succeeded in throwing

himself with impunity down several other great water

falls. There is a fresh-water tortoise in Europe (Tci'

rapena Europea), found in Hungary, Prussia, and

Silesia, as far north as lat. 50' to 52. It also occurs

near Bordeaux, and in the north of Italy, 446' and 45"

N. lat., which precisely corresponds with the latitude of

Lake Ontario.

In moist places along the lake shore, and in the lanes

and high roads, we saw numerous yellow butterflies

(Golias philoclice-G. Europoma of some authors)

very like a British species. Sometimes forty clustering

on a small spot resembled a plot of primroses, and as

they rose; altogether, and flew off slowly on every side,

it was like the play of a beautiful fountain.

On our way home through the woods we stopped at

the cabin of some new settlers near the lake, niany

miles from any neighbours, in the midst of a square

clearing covered with blackened stumps, where not a

single tree or shrub had been spared. The view was

bounded on every side by a dense wall of dark wood

striped with white by the vertical lines of the numerous

tall and straight trees without side branches, and sup

porting a dark canopy of foliage. When we admired

the forest, the settler's wife was pleased, but said, sigh

ing, that she could not get her children to see any

beauty in trees. They had never known the old
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